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Kali Linux: Assuring Security By Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master the art of penetration testing with Kali Linux


	Overview

	
		Learn penetration testing techniques with an in-depth coverage of Kali Linux distribution
	
		Explore the insights and importance of testing your corporate network systems before the hackers strike
	
		Understand the...
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Metasploit Penetration Testing Cookbook - Third Edition: Evade antiviruses, bypass firewalls, and exploit complex environments with the most widely used penetration testing frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 100 recipes for penetration testing using Metasploit and virtual machines

	
		Key Features

		
			Special focus on the latest operating systems, exploits, and penetration testing techniques
	
			Learn new anti-virus evasion techniques and use Metasploit to evade countermeasures

...
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Mastering Machine Learning for Penetration Testing: Develop an extensive skill set to break self-learning systems using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become a master at penetration testing using machine learning with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify ambiguities and breach intelligent security systems
	
			Perform unique cyber attacks to breach robust systems
	
			Learn to leverage machine learning algorithms

...
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Android Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Practical recipes to delve into Android's security mechanisms by troubleshooting common vulnerabilities in applications and Android OS versions


	Overview

	
		Analyze the security of Android applications and devices, and exploit common vulnerabilities in applications and Android operating systems

...
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Penetration Testing with Shellcode: Detect, exploit, and secure network-level and operating system vulnerabilitiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master Shellcode to leverage the buffer overflow concept

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand how systems can be bypassed both at the operating system and network level with shellcode, assembly, and Metasploit
	
			Learn to write and modify 64-bit shellcode along with kernel-level shellcode...
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IT Auditing Using Controls to Protect Information Assets, 2nd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	When we began writing this book, we had a fundamental tenet: Write a clear handbook
	for creating the organization’s IT audit function and for performing their IT audits. We
	wanted this book to provide more than checklists and textbook theories but instead to
	provide real-life practical guidance from people who have performed IT...
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Multimedia Messaging Service: An Engineering Approach to MMSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) is regarded as the best-of-the breed of proven messaging technologies, surpassing SMS and electronic mail to offer a truly multimedia experience to mobile users. The first commercial solutions appeared on the market in 2002 and the penetration rate of MMS is now quickly approaching the required level for...
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From Hacking to Report Writing: An Introduction to Security and Penetration TestingApress, 2016

	
		Learn everything you need to know to become a professional security and penetration tester. It simplifies hands-on security and penetration testing by breaking down each step of the process so that finding vulnerabilities and misconfigurations becomes easy. The book explains how to methodically locate, exploit, and professionally...
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Practical Lock Picking, Second Edition: A Physical Penetration Tester's Training GuideSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Practical Lock Picking, 2nd Edition is presented with rich, detailed full-color diagrams and includes easy-to-follow lessons that allow even beginners to acquire the knowledge they need quickly. Everything from straightforward lock picking to quick-entry techniques like shimming, bumping, and bypassing are explained and...
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The Browser Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Hackers exploit browser vulnerabilities to attack deep within networks


	The Browser Hacker's Handbook gives a practical understanding of hacking the everyday web browser and using it as a beachhead to launch further attacks deep into corporate networks. Written by a team of highly experienced computer security...
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Penetration Testing EssentialsSybex, 2016

	Your pen testing career begins here, with a solid foundation in essential skills and concepts
	
		Penetration Testing Essentials  provides a starting place for professionals and beginners looking to learn more about penetration testing for cybersecurity. Certification eligibility requires work experience—but before...
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CEH v9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice TestsSybex, 2016

	Master CEH v9 and identify your weak spots


	CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice Tests are the ideal preparation for this high-stakes exam. Five complete, unique practice tests are designed to help you identify weak spots in your understanding, so you can direct your preparation efforts efficiently and gain...
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